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Oxjam Takeover 2013 will be held at
six city centre venues on Saturday
12 October. Venues are Purple
Turtle, The Cellar, Northgate Church,
New Road Church, The Wheatsheaf,
and Turl Street Kitchen. Confirmed
to play are a host of local acts
including Listing Ships, Black
Hats, Adam Barnes (pictured),
Sweet William, Duchess, Dance a
la Plage, Deer Chicago, Empty
White Circles, The Scholars and
ToLiesel. A ticket gains entry to
all the venues, and the full
programme runs 3pm–3am.
Tickets are £9 advance or £10 on
the door including entry to afterparty
at Propaganda at O2 Academy.

The lineup for this year’s Audioscope, the
all-day/evening festival which is at the
Jericho Tavern on Saturday 23 November has
just been announced. Headliners are
Chicago experimental rock act Califone
(pictured), with Esben & the Witch, Eat
Lights Become Lights, Grumbling Fur, Pye
Corner Audio, Thought Forms, the excellently
named Sauna Youth, Tomaga and Fonda 500
appearing. The Oxford acts on the bill are
Salvation Bill, Pet Moon and Listing Ships.
Music runs 12pm–midnight and tickets are
£14 in advance from WGT.

US folk singer Peggy Seeger, 78, now resident in Oxford, will be appearing at the Pegasus
Theatre on Magdalen Road, Oxford as part of an annual fundraising weekend in November. She has
released 20 solo albums and 15 albums with former husband Ewan MacColl and even more with
other collaborators. She will be backed on Friday 14 November by the Oxford folk group Kismet.
Also appearing over the weekend will be Kate Dimbleby & the Honkytonk Angels (Saturday) with
Graffiti Classics (comedy string quartet) on Sunday. Big Music Weekender is 14–16 November.
Single night tickets are £25, weekend £65 available from Pegasus Box Office.

The Smoking Hearts co-headline with Idiom at Courtyard, the Youth Arts Centre in Bicester. The
gig is a memorial to local musician Tony Jezzard (The Shapes/Reservoir Cats) who died recently.
Jeremy Leggett from Courtyard said of the gig “Tony did the sound for us for over seven years and
we were very sad at his recent passing. He will be sorely missed by all of us and our gigs will
never be the same without his humour and support.” The gig is on Friday 11 October, local
support from Reign Upon Us and more. Tickets are in £4 advance.

Local promoters Daisy Rogers
have a pre-Oxjam gig on Thursday
10 October. They have a special,
no amps, no mics, unplugged
night at the Blue Room at St
Aldates Tavern. Acts are Family
Machine, August List, Alphabet
Backwards (solo) and Ella
Martini. Tickets for this event
only are £5 from We Got Tickets.

Former American Music Club
man Mark Eitzel, once referred
to by the Guardian as ‘America’s
greatest living lyricist’, appears
with a full band at the Bullingdon,
Cowley Road on Friday 25
October. He’ll be touring to
promote his new Don’t Be A
Stranger album. Support comes
from Oxford’s Dreaming Spires
(acoustic). Tickets are £14 in
advance from We Got Tickets. 

Boots & Legs is a new record
label aimed at releasing local
bands’ live recordings. The
recordings of the local gigs are
made, mastered and mixed and
then released online at no cost
to the artist, with the proceeds
from sales shared between
the label and the act on a
50/50 basis. The label has
been started up by Cooz’s
Recording Studio. To find out
more and to enquire about
making a live recording, visit
bootsandlegs.tumblr.com

Frewin Court, Cornmarket St, Oxford, OX13HZ       

Oxfords only truly  
independent gig  
and club venue

www.cellaroxford.co.uk 
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the body clock
oms finds out about the combo cooking up the best pop
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Band members: Vincent

Hollywell – guitar and

vocals; Matt Girling –

drums and samples; Josh

Kenyon – bass and vocals.

How did you meet?
Matt and Vincent met Josh

at a party where he was

sitting on the decking

outside eating water melon

in a really silly way – he

kept spitting it out and

mopping it up and stuff, we

got on very well from then

on. Vincent and Matt were

already a two-piece so Josh

started playing the bass

and joined about six

months later. We are also

the three best friends ever

and that rocks hard.

Describe your sound.
We think about our sound

in relation to seasons and

food usually – some of

our songs are salty and

take place in the late

summer and others are

sweeter or fruitier with

more of  a mid-winter vibe.

We try to cover all seasons

and flavours though. In

musical terms we are

generally considered to be

fuzzy pop.

What are your musical
influences?
It’s all about Ween at the

moment. They are a big

influence.

Best record you have
made so far?
‘Inside the Pickle jar’

which is the tape we just

released. We did it all

ourselves just in our

bedrooms which is such a

fun way of  doing it.

Best gig so far?
We played at a Halloween

party last year and dressed

as bats, that was pretty cool.

We also did a show at the

OVADA warehouse which

is a pretty sweet space.

Fave local spot to play?
We have also been playing

and putting on shows at the

White Rabbit which is so

much fun. We have had Yrrs

and Sex Hands play so far

and we have got Birdskulls,

Bayy and the Yawns all

coming up, its always big

fun… free pizza too!

Dream gig?
Outside in a beautiful leafy

garden in summer, late at

night when it’s dark but

still warm, smoke in the

air, plenty of  fairy lights

and people kissing for the

first time.

How does a typical BBATBC
song come together?
We constantly change the

way we play songs and we

have some written years

ago that we are still

tweaking and rearranging.

As soon as a song is

‘complete and realised’ it

feels a bit dead.

Favourite other local band
– current and ever?
Poledo and King of  Cats

are both fantastic,

although they don’t really

live in Oxford anymore.

How’s it going outside
Oxford?
Great. We try and play as

many shows in other places

as possible – Brighton and

Manchester both have

great things going on at

the moment which we

really feel a part of. Our

tape was released by label

Reeks of  Effort who are

based in Cardiff  and they

are super cool.

What’s the nicest/worst
thing that’s been said in
the press about you?
We were on a Portuguese

blog, all they really said

about us was “indiepop

dos bons” – that was nice.

Somebody once said we

had a “forgettable surfer

dude vibe”. We are a tiny

bit tired of  getting

compared to Dinosaur Jr,

but Vincent has cut his

hair now so it will probably

happen less.

Plans for the future?
We have a ‘zine release

coming out with Crumb

Cabin at the end of  the

month and we are playing

shows all over the place in

October. After that we just

want to release more stuff.

Tell us something we don’t
know about BBATBC.
We hate our name, its

annoying and long.

Beta Blocker talking to

Stewart Garden

‘inside the pickle jar’ out
now on download and

tape from reeksofeffort.
bandcamp.com
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RICHARD
WALTERS
oms speaks to the evergreen
singer-songwriter ahead of
string quartet collaboration
cover and inside pics by steve wells

How did you get started
playing music?
I started messing around

with guitar when I was

about 13, full of  teenage

angst! I then started

playing rhythm guitar in a

band called Odd? at

school… we mainly played

Oasis and Supergrass

covers, but I eventually got

writing myself  and found

my way to the microphone

to do some shy singing.

Any early gigs stand out?
Our first gig was at a 15th

birthday party in a village

hall for a kid called

Spud… obviously not his

real name. I was fucking

terrified of  him at school,

but I remember being

deeply impressed by how

playing music broke down

this imaginary bully wall

I’d put up. We got a bit

drunk on cider, played the

same set three times and

knocked over a Christmas

tree. Wild.

Who influenced you early
on? Was anybody
particularly helpful getting
you started?
Being a teenager in Oxford

in the mid 90s was

incredible – there were just

so many remarkable bands

playing, so many

wonderful little venues…

and no one seemed to care

less about us being 15 and

sneaking into The Point to

drink and watch bands.

So many bands left a

mark on me from that

time – The Daisies (later

Medal), Radiohead, the

Candyskins, the Nicotines,

Ride. It was a good time

for a music addict to come

of  age. When I was about

15 I got very into Nick

Drake and started writing

with an acoustic more – at

that point Tim Healey was

running a little folk label

called Luscious Peach, and

he was incredibly

encouraging, getting me

supports with Thea Gilmore

and Wonderland, both on

his label at the time.

You got signed up by a
publisher quite early in
your career – how did that
help you?
I was 18 and singing in

Theremin. We did one

single on Shifty Disco. We

supported Medal (Jamie

Hyatt from the Family

Machine and my partner

at Beard Museum) who

were being managed by

Courtyard Music

(Radiohead, Supergrass)

and they took a shine to

us and brokered a deal

with Warner Chappell.

At the time, that was

mindblowing for me,

being offered money for

songs. I remember we

finally signed the deal

after all the legal back

and forth at Courtyard’s

office near Abingdon on

11 September 2001,

so obviously celebrations

were cut short.

How did it help? It gave

us the opportunity to

concentrate on music – we

all quit our jobs and wrote

and rehearsed everyday for

a few months. And then I

quit the band.

You’ve had lots of tracks
on TV and in films.
It would be nice one day

to get something on a

programme I am obsessed

with – Californication, Mad

Men, Orange is the New

Black – something I

actually love. I always

make a joke about the

Criminal Minds usage of

‘Infinity Street’ – it’s just

the most dramatic and

bloody two minutes of

television, and they have

this quiet love song playing.

All exposure is good

exposure, nothing I regret

giving clearance to… yet.

From early recordings,
what are you most pleased
with and which do you
wish you hadn’t done?
My mockney accent on the

Theremin recordings is

fucking unbearable – I don’t

think I even knew I was

doing it at the time, but I

sound like Jamie Oliver or

something… I hope I’ve

outgrown that now.

You made an album with
Bernard Butler of Suede –
how was it working with
him, and how did that
come about?
I was playing at a festival

in Dublin and our dressing

room was next door to

The Tears, which was

Brett & Bernard’s

comeback project. A friend

introduced us and we just

got chatting, agreed to do

some song writing back 

in London and then kept

on working on and off

for about four years,

eventually finishing Pacing

in 2010. Bernard is a real

hero of  mine – I adored

Suede when I was younger,

so I was very excited to

write with him and record

with him. As a producer I’d

say he knows what he wants

to achieve, but can be quite

stubborn with his ideas.
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How do you view that
album in retrospect?
It was an experiment in

collaboration, and one I

don’t feel worked out. My

label at the time really

pushed the project to

completion, and by the end

I didn’t give a shit about it.

In the four years we

worked together he went

from the ex-guitarist in

Suede to Brit-award

winning Duffy producer…

my label just saw pound

signs and sadly that is

never a good thing.

Any of your albums/
songs you’re particularly
pleased with?
Everything I’ve done

independently, on my own

label (Beard Museum) –

there was no interference

from a label, no bullshit,

and I’m deeply proud of

what we’ve achieved.

What’s the best gig you’ve
ever done?
I did a tour with the

Cranberries a few years

back and the London date

was at the Royal Albert

Hall. That was pretty

special – I normally close

my eyes to sing, but kept

them open the whole

time… it was surreal.

You’re doing the Holywell
with Vulcan Strings – how
did this collaboration
come about?
A friend was working with

Bill Fay on his recent

album, and mentioned

this amazing Welsh string

quartet he’d been using

on the album and for some

Manics tracks he’d been

working on. I needed a

string arrangement for a

song and he put me in

touch. The idea of  doing a

whole gig or tour with the

quartet started brewing,

and I eventually got a

grant from PRS to make

that happen.

Any of your songs you’re
particularly looking
forward to playing with
them?
The string version of

‘Blossom’ is a beauty –

Andrew really got that one

in a totally new space, and

the quartet perform it

beautifully. Everything has

been stripped away and

rebuilt… there is something

quite filmic about the whole

set now, it’s really quite

stirring and widescreen.

Have you recorded
with them?
They recorded a part for

‘The Letter’ on the new

EP, and the gigs will be

recorded for a live CD

next year.

How did the tour with
Alison Moyet come about?
I got to know Alison

through Guy Sigsworth,

who produced her new

album The Minutes. She’s

great, such an astounding

voice and a lovely person.

I was really pleased to be

invited along for the tour.

I hope her audience is

receptive! The venues are

largely seated theatres and

concert halls, so that

normally means silence.

The Royal Festival Hall is

going to be a bit special,

but Usher Hall in

Edinburgh is a stunning

venue too. I’m playing solo

for all dates… just me and

my guitar!

Any plans for this year and
next? Who would you like
to work with in future?
I’m just finishing the first

album by my new project

Parla, which is me and

Guy Sigsworth making

orchestral pop! I’m looking

forward to releasing that

album next year and seeing

where it takes us. I’m going

to take a break from solo

touring for a bit and give

Parla some attention, but I

think I’ll end up recording

another acoustic album at

some point. I’ve also been

writing with Pete from Dry

the River, and we’ll see

what becomes of  those

songs too. Lots going on.

How has the new EP Two
Birds been received? Will
the tracks surface on the
next album – where did
you record this release?
Really well – lots of  nice

reviews and feedback from

those who’ve bought it.

It’s a standalone EP, so

the tracks won’t be

reappearing on any future

albums. I started writing

and recording those songs

for a film soundtrack which

fell through, so the EP is a

happy accident really.

Stewart Garden talking to

Richard Walters

richard walters
two birds is out now
on beard museum

don’t miss: richard
walters with vulcan

strings at the holywell
music rooms, oxford,

28 october

bbc introducing
oxford
with show producer liz green

For once this year we were granted a summer – the sun

shining for most of  July and August and Oxfordshire’s

festivals were all the better for it! At Truck in

Steventon, we were treated to two days of  glorious

weather and we were lucky enough to host our very

own stage. The afternoon started brilliantly with a

sweaty yet sultry set from singer songwriter Truly Ford.

Her Florence Welch-esque vocals transfixed the

audience before afro-beat popsters Duchess took to the

stage and soon got people dancing.

Abingdon group Grudle Bay (pictured) began their

set as the sun started going down. Their blend of

moody electro rock suited the time of  day perfectly and

set the scene for a fantastic conclusion to the day’s

festivities in the shape of  Beta Blocker and the Body

Clock who impressed with their electronica-tinged early

90s sludge rock. There was even totem-pole dancing by

some members of  the crowd – health and safety

concerns abandoned in the heat of  the moment.

Things were rounded off  well with a secret headline set

by Oxford’s own Wild Swim, who had played earlier in

the day on the Barn stage. Their mournful melodies

were soaked up by the audience – the magic of  singer

Richard’s haunting vocals will I’m sure be remembered

even now.

We had a great time and on the Saturday were

broadcasting live from the Festival from 8pm until

9pm. It was great to be able to reflect upon what

we’d heard the previous day with recorded material

from the stage and it was lovely to catch up with some

of  the other Oxfordshire musicians playing, including

rapper Shaodow.

Crowds at the Cowley Road Carnival were almost

feverish in their enthusiasm for the festivities. Music

was blasted out from several stages along the road

with many people stopping to sample the audible treats

on offer.

The Irregular Folk nights at The Perch in Binsey were

a highlight for me this summer. Taking place in a

Bedouin tent at the bottom of  the garden, the gigs were

a fitting counterpoint to the atmosphere created. It felt

like the audience had been transported to somewhere

far away where anything might happen. Unfortunately

the tent goes into hibernation in the colder months but

I’m sure there will be some great line-ups from the

Irregular Folk folk at the Cellar in the mean time and

the tent will be back up in no time.

Of  course, the festival season is not quite over yet,

and we’re looking forward to getting involved in

Oxjam on Saturday October 12. This multi-venue,

one-day event is always worth going to. This year we

are curating one of  the venues, with the fantastic Empty

White Circles headlining.

You can listen to us live every Saturday from

8pm–9pm on 95.2FM or online at

www.bbc.co.uk/oxford to hear the latest in

Oxfordshire music. The show is also available

as listen again on the iPlayer, or you can

subscribe to the podcast via iTunes. Or if  you

have any music news you’d like included in the

show, email me at elizabeth.green1@bbc.co.uk.

GRUDLE BAY
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Greetings and salutations

unto I’n’I…

The tail end of  the

summer was a vintage time

for roots and culture and it

looks like the autumn

months won’t be far

behind. Infamous

schoolies’ choice,

Boomtown Carnival hit

Matterley Bowl in

Winchester 8–11th of

August. 30,000 yoots

descended on a fantasy

town/venue that looks like

it had been designed by Dr

Seuss after too much LSD.

The line up boasted –

amongst many other acts –

Lee ‘Scratch’ Perry, Serial

Killaz, Gentlemans’s Dub

Club,  Mungos Hi Fi,

Julian Marley, LTJ Bukem,

Arrested Development and

Oxford’s own R&B warriors

Original Rabbit Foot

Spasm Band. Imaginative

stages included Arcadia – a

DJ booth in the body of  a

giant alien spider, and an

Aztec temple (The Lion’s

Den). Expect little in the

matter of  sleep, sense

from the punters after

6pm, and change from

paper money…

A far more sedate affair

was the One Love Festival.

Taking place on the

16th–18th of  August at an

aerodrome in Upminster

(outside London) the

lineup read like a who’s

who of  the reggae scene.

East Oxford’s own

‘homeboy done good’ Sir

David Rodigan played

alongside Jamaican legends

U-roy, Black Uhuru, Earl

16 and King Jammy to a

very relaxed and friendly

crowd. For the more lively

punter there was jungle in

the form of  Congo Natty

(Rebel who?), Jacky

Murda, General Levy and

the Ragga Twins and UK

roots/steppers DJs

Channel One, Aba Shanti-I

(pictured), Iration Steppas,

Alpha Steppa and many

more. The Riddim Section

had a major flashback when

the Orb Soundsystem did

‘Little Fluffy Clouds’.

At the end of  the month

was the world famous

Notting Hill Carnival, held

as it has been since 1966,

during the bank holiday

Sunday and Monday. A

heady celebration of  all

things West Indian; ear-

crushing static sound

systems pumping out the

kind of  bass that makes the

concrete quake, colourful

floats, and booty shakin’

galore. It’s just a hop on

the bus (get there early and

bring ear plugs) from

Oxford and a day – or two,

if  you can handle it in a

crowd of  well over a

million – of  easy skanking

before the harsh reality of

September kicks in.

What’s coming up
Wednesday 23rd of

October sees original

junglist Congo Natty hit

the Cellar to promote

newie ‘Jungle Revolution’.

East Oxford Community

Centre sees the monthly

Foundation Friday on

October 25th, with Jah

Lion Movement (Reading)

and the ‘Ford’s own Field

Frequency with Dan I. On

Wed 30th October O2

Academy presents a

‘Reggae Christmas’.

Featuring Bristol’s,

Laidblak, Count Skylarkin,

DJ Bunjy and MC Joe

Peng – it promises some

seasonal skankin’ – also

available with the same

lineup on Christmas Eve.

DJ Derek’s last gig in

Oxford with legendary

reggae vocalist Susan

Cadogan and the Sidewalk

Doctors is at the O2 on

Friday November 1st.

the
riddim
section
roots and culture with leo b

for the latest in roots
and culture listen to leo
b’s the riddim show, wed.

9–11pm on ox105fm:
105.1fm, or tune in online
at www.ox105.net. find us
on www.facebook.com/
theriddimshow or email
leobox105@gmail.com to

get in touch

DJ Wrongtom is no stranger

to Oxford having played at

the Cellar a number of  times

(where we are backstage

with him before his gig

with General Roots), but

tonight the main topic of

conversation is ‘Oystah

Card’, the infectious single

released under his

Rongorock label recently.

It features Mark Professor

from East London’s Wreck

it Up Crew and an utterly

infectious groove.

Championed by Sir

‘Ramjam’ Rodigan on

BBC 1xtra, it has the neo-

classic vibe that Wrongtom

specializes in (check out his

work with Roots Manuva

and latest album with

Deemas J). The song is a

heartfelt paean to a

magical piece of  plastic

that can take you all

around the capital on a

variety of  public transport

modes; requiring only

regular top ups.

How did that come about?
“I met Mark Professor a

while ago, we did a gig

together, I heard him do

the Oystah Card lyric and

thought – this guys a

genius, I’ve got to get him

on a tune! I’d been

thinking about setting up

my own label and thought

this is as good a track as

any. Technically I’ve got

two labels, the other is

Rongorongo. I set it up to

release Spiky Dread, a

compilation of  punk bands

doing reggae and dub

tracks… I’m obsessed with

this. I started looking

through my tunes and

realised that every punk and

post-punk band back in the

day had at least one reggae

tune. It was like the smaller

the band got; the more

they experimented with it!

Being a little label, I didn’t

have the money to license

big tracks like the Clash,

but I managed to get Bad

Brains on there and Ruts

DC. They made this really

nice dubbed out LP with

Mad Professor and gave

me one of  their tracks, also

the Slits gave me a tune.”

How do your tracks come
together? I understand
you do the playing and
arranging yourself…
“I’ve probably got a touch of

attention deficit disorder.

When I’m working with

people I end up chatting

and pulling out tunes and

we never get anything

done. I prefer working on

my own. I started to learn

to play various instruments

so I could produce the

people playing them. Then

out of  necessity and out of

the lack of  money to pay

for the music I like to make,

I just wound up learning

to play [them] well enough

to record with. A lot of

it’s tightened up in the

studio…”

Are you recording at the
moment?
“I’m constantly recording.

The idea with Rongorock

is that I’ve got a backlog of

rhythm tracks, and I’m

trying to get hold of  people

coming through. I’m trying

to get Sister Nancy to do a

New York version of

‘Oystah Card’ – Metro

Card. Working in London

there a healthy scene with

vocalists and MCs. Hip hop

and reggae have always had

a close link – that came

specifically from London

Posse, Rodney P and Roots

Manuva, who was born in

a little town called Banana

Hole, Jamaica…”

Finally, what hints would you
give anyone trying to get
into producing or DJing?
“I’ve always been a fan

of  the DIY ethic. With

the advent of  cheap

technology, it’s now so easy

to make great sounding

music, just get stuck in

and do it. Have a good

listen to what you want to

do, get some reference

points and make it!”

Leo B
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wrongtom got
the right stuff
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If you’ve ever been tempted to run a small festival but not been
brave enough then take inspiration from this one day feast of
music, food and good times.

The Long Insiders kickstarted the day and blew away
any cobwebs left in the barn with their glamorous road trip
that could soundtrack a David Lynch film. A livener of a set to
get the Isis ales flowing after a sausage masterclass from
Big Bang Restaurant and prior to Sophie Grigson’s pop up
cookery school.

The day continued with a diverse mix of rock n roll standards
(Rory & the Riptides), dark electronica blues (Vienna Ditto)
then beautiful harmonies, humour and hummable tunes from the
Australian duo of the April Maze.

Ags Connoly reminded everyone that real country music can
come from the west Oxfordshire countryside with a rousing set of
his own songs standing proudly alongside renditions of classics
by the likes of George Jones.

The first singalong of the day came at the climax of
Empty White Circles’ set. They are one of Oxford’s finest
young bands combining dark, psychedelic, noise, with joyful
mandolin. Frontman Kevin could even have his stage-
stomping compared to a young Bruce Springsteen at times.
An enforced encore saw the band strip the sound down
to acoustic guitar and harmonies played off the stage and
in with the crowd – they had the whole field of joyful
punters gripped.

Rounding off a fine day were Oxford’s festival finale specialists
the Original Rabbit Foot Spasm Band. They insisted everyone get
up and dance, and a good crowd always does as they’re told. With
the added  excitement of it being front man Stuart Macbeth’s
birthday, even the remaining children got down to the whisky-
soaked jazz and butt-shifting blues. (JS)

halfway to 75
isis farmhouse

Wilderness is not primarily about music but celebrates theatre,
arts, literacy, contrarian debate, eccentricity with a slight edge of
loucheness and debauchery. It probably helps if you dress up in
glitter, ball-gowns, or dandy 1930s clothes, but you don’t have to.

The headliners ranged from guilty pleasures Empire of the Sun,
to Rodriguez with his aging hipster soul and ready wrapped
mythology, to the final night’s bouncy sing-a-long-a folksters Noah
& the Whale and a rare sighting of The Bees.

Empire of the Sun are a combination of high-camp glamour,
lashings of make-up, silly hats and feathers, who demand to be
the centre of attention – if Barbara Cartland had written a science
fiction musical, you’d have this band. It was a pretty safe bet
they’d be a hit here – both have a penchant for dressing up,
spectacle and feel-good music that you can dance to. 

Anticipation was high for the appearance of 71 year old Sixto
Rodriguez who, after the documentary Searching For Sugarman,
has been elevated to legendary status – he’s now a man who can
command a round of applause just by standing up to play a song!
He played generously from his back catalogue which is what the
crowd had come for.  He finishes with ‘Rich Folks Hoax’ and
‘Forget It’ with a wry smile during the lines “But thanks for your

time, then you can thank me for mine”. With that, he shuffled
away again like an ancient hipster Pope.

Noah and the Whale’s Charlie Fink’s pop nous shone through
before they even hit the stage: an instrumental version of
‘Bohemian Rhapsody’ played from a darkened stage just before
they came on. The crowd was seduced into a mass karaoke and
was both bonded and buoyant before the gig had even started.

The afternoon’s music seems to have been broadened out to
have a more populist appeal than in previous years; we’ve had
Robyn Hitchcock, Howe Gelb and, lynchpin of outsider rock, Daniel
Johnston in the afternoons. This year we had the ‘heartthrob’ that
is Tom Odell and ‘Love Me Again’ man John Newman – the crowds
for these two in their teens and in the thousands. Ghostpoet did
a gloriously edgy and dark set - he’d contort himself over his
keyboard and when he was joined by female vocals the effect was
sublime. The Ruen Brothers flexed their Presley-Cash-Orbison
muscles to great effect – a powerful trio who are generating a
buzz and for good reason.

Wilderness has grown year on year for sure, with this year the
biggest and busiest yet – the challenge now, for the organisers,
is to protect what makes it stand out from the crowd. (AB)

wilderness festival
cornbury park

At first glimpse of the main stage you may think that Cornbury is
the first ever all-seater festival. The wonderful realisation that
the ever increasing circles are actually formed of canvas chairs
(complete with beer holders), that the punters have dutifully
carried in and arranged immaculately, slowly dawns.

Those clever Cornbury folk know their audience though.
Parents who love the headliners – Squeeze, Keane (apparently
some people love Keane) and Van (the man) Morrison – get to see
these legends up close & they bring their teenage children to see
James Arthur & Bo Bruce from X Factor and scream to go faster on
the giant fairground rides – everybody’s happy!

After a few drinks, the inevitable quest to find David Cameron in
the crowd and throw food at him is quickly slapped down with the
realisation that the gourmet burgers gave you little change from £10
so, in the words of your sober, sensible, friend, ‘he’s not worth it’.

Hunters of the weird and wonderful waited patiently for the real big
name of the festival. Yes, The New Forbidden were playing the Riverside
Stage. You know, early ‘80s post punk angry pop – big hit single ‘Ain’t
Doin’ Nothin’. Oh, and the guitar player is Loyd Grossman (yes,
that Loyd Grossman) but best just to say that Loyd is most likely
to stay famous for his culinary skills rather than his axe shredding.

JJ Grey & his band Mofro got the crowd up & involved with a
soulful bluesy set – recent collaborations with Toots (Maytals)
Hibbert and Derek Trucks from the Allman Brothers Band show
the respect they have earned amongst the heavyweights of the
musical world – and were followed by the good humored boogie of
the Proclaimers that got arms swaying. Echo and the Bunnymen
provide the standout performance of the weekend though.

Cornbury caters for its audience with a warm hug, does
nothing to offend (apart maybe from Lloyd Grossman down on his
knees guitar soloing) and it is undeniably a glorious weekend out
for all the family. (JS)

cornbury
great tew park
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contact: tim.cellarmusic
@gmail.com

how to keep in touch:
www.cellaroxford.co.uk

twitter.com/
cellaroxford
facebook.com/

thecellar.oxford

How long has the Cellar
been going in its current
form?
The Cellar opened on

October 11 in 1999. It

took over from The Dolly,

the first pub in Oxford to

get a late licence. It was a

heavy metal pub putting

on local and touring bands.

When the Cellar originally

opened, it boasted white

walls, pot plants, soft

furnishings, brand new,

wooden, shiny floors and a

fully stocked cocktail bar.

Every Friday, our legendary

hip hop night took hold,

and Saturday nights hosted

different nights focusing on

garage, house & breaks.

The demand from

promoters, punters – and

us – for more live music,

meant the dance floor

incorporated a stage, the

front of  house became

stage monitors, a powerful

PA (now 5K) was installed,

and our passion for live

music returned, whilst also

being able to continue our

late night slots for the club

scene.

Famous names that have
played previously?
Here’s a taster… Young

Knives, Metronomy, Blood

Red Shoes, TEED,

Friendly Fires, Diplo, Foals,

Clock Opera, Groove

Armada, James Holden,

BT, Afrika Baambata,

Stornoway, UK Subs,

Scratch Perverts, Jurassic 5,

Krafty Kuts, Rat Pack,

Andy C and top level

comedians like Reginald D

Hunter, Sean Lock and

Josie Long…

Regular promoters/club
nights?
We work with lots of

different promoters, styles

and passions: Free Range –

d’n’b, dubstep, hip hop;

Bossaphonik – jazz world

dance; Skylarkin’ Sound

System – reggae,

dancehall, ska, rocksteady;

Big Ten Inch – rock and

roll; Irregular Folk – alt

folk and beyond; Oxford

Comedy – comedy; Extra

Curricular – house, disco,

breaks, bass; Hoodoo Club

– americana; Mixtape – a

new curated night by a

selected artist, first is by

Tom Williams and the

Boat; RPS – experimental;

Catalyst Club – speakers

night; Subverse – house,

garage, techno, bass;

Calligraphy – hip hop,

garage, house; Deep Cover

– hip hop, r’n’b, reggae;

Isis – Oxford Uni’s termly

magazine night; Intrusion -

goth.

What’s coming up?
October is jam-packed –

here are a few highlights:

Mon 16th Yarns EP

launch; Sat 12th Oxjam

Takeover; Mon 14th

Devon Sproule; Fri 25th

Knights of  Mentis Album

Launch; Sat 26th Young

Knives Special – album

and tour preview.

What do you think is
special about The Cellar?
The Cellar is unique to

Oxford. You might get

venues like the Cellar in

London, Bristol, Brighton

or even Glasgow. In

Oxford, most other places

play it much safer in their

music policy. We are an

alternative venue – we

don’t answer to any suits so

we go with our gut

instincts. We can take risks

and therefore we appeal to

the more alternative

person. There is no

pretence here, come down

enjoy it.

Tell us something we don’t
know about the Cellar
Harry the manager is not

Tim’s dad!

Capacity?
150.

Entry price?
£3–£10 (We try to keep it

low, around £5/6).

Price of a pint/shot?
Pints £3.00/shot £2.50/

deals on early!

If people are thinking
about starting a club
night…
We always welcome new

promoters. Availability is

sparse in Oxford Uni

term-time but there are

always some

nights available.

venue focus:
the cellar

The annual festival of peace, love and burger and chips managed
to fit in as many bands over Friday and Saturday as humanly
possible; some new, some familiar.

We were most pleased to see Ash and Gaz Coombes – working
on new material since last year’s Here Come the Bombs – sharing
a stage once again (Ash and Supergrass headlined in 2009). The
Subways punked it up before lysergic psychonauts Spiritualized.
The Horrors retro-goth stylings closed the main stage Saturday –
a strange choice, perhaps, for headliner so it was a swift ‘about
turn’ to the new Great Western Whiskey Saloon, which was heaving,
for perennial faves the Epstein who brought proceedings to a more
satisfying close. Dan le Sac & Scroobius Pip are also giving it up
in the adjacent tent, their set – closer, the fizzing ‘Thou Shalt
Always Kill’ with crowd call and response of the refrain “The Beatles,
The Clash, Led Zeppelin, The Smiths etc – just a band”, a much-
needed pick-me-up after two days of hard Truckin’.

There’s the new breed too; the Kingdom of Jamalot stage is now
bigger to contain the local dance, hip hop and reggae – offering
a welcome alternative to all the indie rock’n’roll on offer elsewhere.
Raggamuffin Ilodica put in some laid back dub grooves, as did the
Dublings, and there was edgy lyrical flow from youngster Rhyme Skeemz.

New kids Marvelous Medicine showcased their sprightly
jazzy-ska sound at the Market Stage and the Barn served up its
traditional menu of metallic punk. Sweet 16 for Truck… (LB/SG)

truck
steventon
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borrow and listen to over

and over again.

Anything you
regret buying?
There’s nothing that I

regret buying as I buy

lots of  things on the

spur of  the moment –

I think if  you stick with

what you know you’ll

miss out.

Any albums all the
Brickwork Lizards
agree on?
I can’t speak for the

entire band but most of

us are big fans of  the

Inkspots.

…and disagree?
I’m not sure that all of  the

band would dig some of

the country I like.

What do you listen to
that we wouldn’t expect
you to?
Mudhoney Piece of  Cake.

What do you listen to in
the morning?
Usually hip hop – a bit of

Ice Cube’s mid ’90s tracks

to wake up to.

…and at night?
I’ve recently been playing

the late Kevin Ayers album

Unfairground.

What gets you pumped for
a night out?
Ha ha! Lately it’s been

whatever’s in my CD

player – and that’s

usually been Lordz of

Brooklyn.

What’s on the stereo when
friends come over?
I had some friends over the

other day and we played

the Brickwork Lizards

album Zaman, though,

in general, I try not to

overplay it.

Who would you like to
duet with?
I would have loved to have

had Louis Prima guesting

with the Lizards – that

would be fun.

You have to leave home
in a hurry and you can
only take three records –
what are they?
Hoagy Carmichael’s

…Sings Hoagy Carmichael,

The Mills Brothers

Paper Doll and Jack

Blanchard and Misty

Morgan Life and Death.

don’t miss: brickwork
lizards, holywell music
rooms, 26 november

LOUIS PRIMA

CYPRESS HILLBRICKWORK LIZARDS

METHOD MAN

THE INKSPOTS

what’s in your
record collection?
with tom o’hawk from

brickwork
lizards
How many records do
you have?
I’m a CD and vinyl man

with about 1,000 CDs and

300 records.

What was your first buy?
The first CD I purchased

was Rebirth of  Cool Vol. 5 –

it’s a really good

compilation series.

…and the last?
Dick Haymes’ Greatest

Hits – an underrated

Argentinian singer from

the 40s/50s.

What record inspired you
to write songs?

There’s no single record

that inspired me though

Method Man’s debut

album Tical inspired me

to rap.

Any songs you wish
you’d written?
I wish I had written

‘Gentle Annie’ by

Stephen Foster – if  only

for the lyrics.

Anybody you’ve got
absolutely everything of?
I think I have every single

recording of  Flanagan

and Allen.

Favourite record cover?

Cypress Hill’s Temple

of  Boom – very

atmospheric.

Who is the coolest front
person ever?
Probably Otis Redding –

effortlessly soulful.

What’s the best
record to come out
of Oxford?
That’s a tough one –

Suitable Case For

Treatment’s album was

pretty epic.

What’s your favourite
local band?
Young Knives.

What’s the rarest item in
your collection?
That’ll probably be a

record of  the Platters

(original lineup) from the

’50s – though it’s very

scratched now.

What’s the weirdest item
in your collection?
Al Jolson singing ‘Are You

Lonesome Tonight?’ –

nearly two decades

before Elvis.

Anything you’ve
pilfered from your
parents’ collection?
My father had a few

Inkspots albums I used to
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Oxfordshire Music Scene is designed by…

How long has the studio
been going for?
22 years in October, more

than half  of  my life!

Tell us about your studio
in 30 words
The best little studio.

Seriously committed,

creative and helpful

producers. Focussed on full

production for songwriters

looking to proactively

release and promote their

sounds. Versatile and

flexible. We aim to expand

your sonic options.

Who’s involved – which
producers do you use?
We have four producers

working out of  here –

Bobby Bloomfield, Umair

Chaudhry, Nigel Firth and

Graeme Rawson. A real

mix of  raw/produced with

classic engineering skills and

modern production talent.

What’s your favourite bit
of kit?
Well we’ve got some lovely

ISA 110 pre-amps and

some great mics like the

MD441. We’ve got a great

coffee machine too – that

gets used in every session!

Which bands use your
studio – recording/
rehearsal?
Kill Murray, Undersmile,

Secret Rivals, Asher Dust,

the Cellar Family, Dallas

Don’t, These Are Our

Demands, The Half

Rabbits, Auctioneers,

Red Soul Brigade,

Vienna Ditto, the August

List, the Adelines, Bear

and the Woods.

Best recording that’s been
made there?
Wow. That’s a question…

Recently I love the Vienna

Ditto stuff.

How can people kick back
during a session?
We’re a pretty small studio,

so there’s not a lot to do

outside of  the session. With

that said we’re bang in town

though, next to an arts centre

venue – there’s always stuff

going on there if  you don’t

want to do your shopping

or sit in the local pub!

What do you think is
special about your studio?
Great live room, smallish

but lively and not treated

to death. We’ve an

awesome array of

microphones and just

brilliant producers that

really care. I think we run

a good line between

intimate, personal and

creative, and high end.

With the different

producers we’re both

collaborative and

competitive. We all help

each other and yet drive

each other to better things.

Any particular moments of
genius/inspiration/legend
that have happened in
your studio?
Too many to mention

really. Terri Hooley of

Good Vibrations and

Undertones fame popped

in once to a Terry Clarke

session and recorded a

spontaneous 10 minute

poem which turned into an

anti-government rant

which was pretty moving.

I remember, really early

on when we had just an

eight-track and we’d

overdubbed and bounced

like crazy and wanted to

add a whisper and a

shouting backing vocal

onto the single remaining

track. We had to get the

shouter out of  the closed

back door to balance the

whisper on to the one mic.

I guess our sound proofing

is a lot better now!

Also, Does it Offend

You, Yeah? booked in for

a month and didn’t leave

for 11! Filled the place

with fairy lights and gear

whilst recording their

second album.

Who is your favourite band
to work with?
We’re all a bit different, but

after so long I guess I favour

bands that write great stuff,

but are willing to play with

arrangements and

instrumentation to build a

recording. I think making

records is different from

playing live and I prefer

the kind of  Pet Sounds

approach to music making

than ‘this is what we sound

like live’. Although Umair

for example is the opposite

of  that.

email: info@
silverstreetstudios.co.uk
address: 30 silver street,

reading rg1 2st
www.silverstreetstudios.

co.uk

let’s go down
the studio
chris britton, silver street studios, reading
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richard walters
two birds
After last year’s excellent Regret Less album,
Richard Walters emerges again with this
four-track collection showcasing, as always,
his excellent voice and gift for crafting worlds
with carefully chosen words. Beginning with
‘The Letter’, a track written for the soundtrack
to William H. Macy’s directorial debut but
ultimately unused, we’re on familiar ground
with a yearning melody guided by a wonderful
string section courtesy of Vulcan Strings. Second
track ‘Dead End Lover’, in my mind at least,
casts Walters as a washed up charmer in the
lobby of some grand hotel – it’s somehow both
sleazy and grandiose at the same time.

Whilst these two tracks showcase what we
know Walters is capable of, it’s the next
two that set the EP apart. The third
track, ‘When You Gonna Come Back?’ is an
upbeat, Motown-esque romp with a timeless
melody – you could seriously almost
imagine Diana Ross singing it. EP closer
‘The Rules for Lovers’ rounds things off
perfectly – with a pulsing bass kick driving
the opening section before the track
gradually builds into a symphony of synths
and trumpets. It’s different for Walters but
makes sense when you discover that
the track has been produced by Oxford’s own
Jerome Alexander, aka Message to Bears.
If this is the ‘new direction’ Walters is heading
in, then I for one am really looking forward to
hearing more. (UL)

samuel zasada
winter’s end ep
The latest offering, the first for, oh, too long,
from this folky-Americana-influenced Witney
four-piece, incorporates hearty vocals, warm
harmonies and loads of ‘woah’-ing – just what
we’ve come to expect and like. Title track
‘Winter’s End’ kicks off the EP with a short
instrumental section, warm, steel-stringed
guitars fade into group vocal harmonies

and hand claps. Third track ‘Lifelessly’ is
startlingly reminiscent of Eddie Vedder’s
solo material, frontman David Ashbourne’s
wide reaching vocals, coupled with jaunty
acoustic guitars giving a vast, widescreen,
effect. Though, as a whole, the EP is very
cohesive and concise in that every part has its
place – there are no superfluous extra bits
tacked on – it’s expansive enough to
incorporate the wide range of influences and
emotions contained within. A solid return to
the fray. (CC)

jordan o’shea
desperation, my dear
The debut album from Jordan O’Shea, the
guy behind local music/art collective Bear
on a Bicycle, Desperation, My Dear is a
collection of delicate folk songs, comprising
O’Shea’s beautifully raw, fragile vocals
undercut with subtle guitar lines, and well
placed instrumental sections. Though there
are some promising ideas throughout the

album, there’s a sense he’s stretched these
too far. There isn’t quite enough substance
to keep interest for the whole ten tracks and
it feels as though they’d have worked just
as well condensed into an EP. There are
some great songs, but there’s also some
filler too. Opening track ‘The Hopeless
St. Jude’ quivers with ethereal harmonies,
and the beautifully crafted ‘Liars and
Lyrebirds’ with its heartfelt vocals and
pensive melody stands out as the album’s
highlight. (CC)

beta blocker & the
body clock
inside the pickle jar
The first time I heard Beta Blocker, their
instagram slacker schtick was interesting
enough, but it was lacking a bit of… energy,
I guess. It felt like a bunch of dudes who were
desperate to party but got caught up in an
apathetic weedy fug and bailed in favour of
Xbox and Cheetoes. Their new EP on Cardiff

indie label Reeks of Effort is more of the same
really – there are some really cool ideas here
and the band are honing their sound pretty
nicely… but the whole thing could benefit
from a bit more focus. 8-minute opener ‘Pickle
Jar’ is a case in point – it starts with a nice
late-afternoon shoegaze but ends up seriously
outstaying its welcome. A few other tracks
suffer the same fate, and it’s a shame…
because the EP’s highlight, the tropical-tinged
‘Mystikal’, reins it in, pulls it tighter, and is all
the more kickin’ for it. (DP)

toliesel
contours
A myriad of lingering, earnest vocals, vast
harmonies and huge, shimmering guitars,
‘Contours’ is half way between anthemic,
stadium filling rock, and shoegazy post-noise.
It’s too interesting to be categorised as the
former, and rather too catchy for the latter

though. Saying that, EP closer ‘Brothers’ is
big enough that the only way to do it
justice live would be at the end of a
festival headline set, with the sun going
down over a muddy field, and 60,000
people bellowing the words along with
the band. With the release of ‘Contours’
ToLiesel have firmly established themselves
as one of the most exciting bands in Oxford
right now. (CC)
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national releases
with james & andrew from progressively less elephant

If you need something to prepare you for the winter ahead,
Forest Swords’ debut album Engravings may be just that
record – a sprawling, desolate slice of collaged electronica.
I wouldn’t be surprised if this was the product of the mind of a
witch doctor rather than a producer from Liverpool called Matthew
Barnes. The song titles are rooted in some lost history – ‘Anneka’s
Battle’ and ‘Ljoss’ are two which echo ancient Nordic
associations. The music crackles with unease, punctuated by
percussive layers that wouldn’t sound out of place on a Boards of
Canada record. That, however, is a lazy comparison – this music
is rooted more in the shamanic hypnotism of 2011’s genre-of-the-
week ‘witch house’, and indeed Barnes’ debut EP Dagger Paths
emerged around that time, but unlike that particular media-
fuelled genre, this record oozes timelessness and longevity.
Musically, it’s what you expect from a producer these days;
disembodied vocals float through the mix propelled by guitar lines
and broken samples. Barnes’ closest contemporary is arguably
Burial and, indeed, both occupy similar territory – sparseness,
a muted drum production and repetitive vocal samples and
rhythms are the name of the game. It’s just that where Burial
seems to be soundtracking memories of nights out in London,
Forest Swords seems to be some lost transmission from Thor’s
own record collection.

Yorkshire’s Laura Groves has an EP Thinking About Thinking
coming out on DEEK recordings. Groves has switched from folky
production on her debut as Blue Roses to a new record helmed by

London-based producer Bullion – and the two tracks released so
far point to a more electronic direction. ‘Pale Shadows’ is the more
accessible of the two, a real earworm with rising synths and
sequences arpeggios. It harks strongly back to the mid-80s work
of Kate Bush, namely ‘The Big Sky’ and ‘The Morning Fog’ from
Hounds Of Love. It promises to be an interesting EP.
Loud City Song is the third release from LA-based Julia Holter

and the follow up to last year’s widely-acclaimed Ekstasis. While
the previous record led some to dismiss Holter’s quirks as being
in thrall to Joanna Newsome, the likes of ‘Horns Surrounding Me’
show her ploughing her own furrow without scaling back her
compositional ambition.

Julianna Barwick is another female solo artist who is following
up a well-regarded breakthrough this month. Nepenthe sees her
working with Sigur Ros collaborators Amiina and Alex Somers.
Nepenthe is all that you would expect; glacial as the Icelandic
landscape in which it was recorded, there are valid comparisons
to be drawn with the ambience of Sigur Ros’s Valtari, and Somers’
Riceboy Sleeps project. While her live shows have drawn rave
reviews, early listens would suggest that it will take time for
Nepenthe to reveal such wonder beneath its myriad layers.

keep up to date with the progressively less elephant
djs at facebook.com/progressivelylesselephant

Forest Swords
Engravings

Laura Groves
Thinking About Thinking

Julia Holter
Loud City Song

Julianna Barwick
Nepenthe




